


The [LUS-200] ink has the stretch ability up to 200%. This capability suits stretch film applications such 

as vehicle wrapping. Printed films can be applied onto curved surface successively without ink cracking.

[LUS-170] and [LUS-200] gained the [GREENGUARD Gold] certification, which is based on most strict global 

standard of chemical substance diffusion. 

The GREENGUARD Gold certification assures the product property conforms to schools and medical facilities.

Immediate processing and deliver are available by UV-LED.
With the UV ink property of immediate curing upon UV light irradiation, 

no drying time is required.  The post-processing and sign applying are 

possible instantly. Required time for production is saved to be possible to 

undertake even an order of tight scheduled work. It is immune from ink 

blocking while printing by multi layers or using white ink. There is no 

necessity to mind media stains nor to attend by operator.

Different printed design can appear on the "Front 

and Back" by one time print.

By printing on a transparent film with five layers, 

the [Front&Back Printing] of different design on 

the two sides is realized.

A different image of indoor and outdoor of one 

window sign, etc. , it is a new proposal of more 

attractive sign with higher design property.

Five-layer print [Front&Back Printing]

Swing type POP

Leading the Future of Sign Graphics through 

UV Innovation

UV-LED print
enhancing the work 

e�ciency

Ecological 
newly developed ink

The new [LUS-170] ink is environmentally friendly, generates almost no VOCs and can be cured without the use of ozone-caus-

ing short-wavelength UV. The yellow ink of [LUS-170] is eco-friendly and nickel-free though the nickel is used in some general 

yellow inks.

Newly developed environmentally friendly UV ink, [LUS-170]

Flexible UV ink with the stretch ability up to 200%,  [LUS-200]

Immediate materializing 
an image idea by 

Print & Cut

Expression selectable

UV Clear ink

Broad range of applications
Print & Cut with instant drying UV-curable ink can broaden the range of applications.

Store decorations, posters, labels, stickers, and point-of-sale items can all be produced with a single unit.

Integrated promotional approach will suit the method and image of marketing and expand business opportunities.

LUS-170 Clear ink is available with UCJV300 Series.

The superior function [Mimaki Clear Control] equipped with UCJV300 Series can achieve beautiful clear printing suppressing 

the dust adherence and bubble generation by processing the clear ink print and UV-light irradiation simultaneously.

There are two types of print modes you can choose from depending on your purpose: [glossy finish] of sense of class given by 

shiny sheen and [matte finish] producing a muted matting effect.

Moreover, by installing RasterLink7 attached to the UCJV300 Series, [ARTISTA UV Texture Library] with 129 types of swatches 

in Adobe Illustrator can be used. The Library provides plenty of textures to widen the scope of design and business possibility. 

UV Clear ink widening the scope of design and business possibility

Sizzling effect by glossy finish Window display like frosted glass
by matte finish

Expressive design to stimulate touching intention
by clear texture

UV printing
×

Print & Cut
to broaden the range

of applications.

A wide range
of materials

×
 UV ink

Multi-layer print
for a new advertisement expression

Four-layer print [Day&Night Printing]
A very new advertising expression with showing 

different image effect between daytime and 

nighttime which can be created by four-layer print*. 

[Day & Night Printing], a visible design change is 

presented by backlighting of four-layer print of 

[Color]+[Black]+[White]+[Color]. A proposal of 

highly designed sign can be put forward without 

any retouches of current simple light box but just 

ON/OFF of internal lamp.  It can make a graphic 

change or an illumination of specified area etc.

Color layer: 
visible image from front

5th layer

White layer:
enhancing coloring of the color layer

4th layer

Black layer:
for shading

3th layer

White layer:
enhancing coloring of the color layer

2nd layer

Color layer: 
visible image from back

1st layer

Outside Inside

UV ink is printable to PVC and tarpaulin which are compatible with solvent, as well good matching with fabric, non specified 

ink receiving paper and PET.More varied applications with UCJV300 Series due to mountable white ink.

Printing is possible on a wide range of materials!

[UCJV Series] are equipped with cutting function of high performance and high efficiency to be able to make labels, stickers and 
car wrapping film by one unit only.

[ID Cut] is to print together ID (Barcode) for recognition of cutting details and media rotation with crop marks while placing the crop mark 
on the RIP. And then cut data of every print data is readable to start cutting automatically. Then with this function, cutting starts without 
any respective cutting order by operator at RIP software. It saves media losses by failure of data transmission.

[ID Cut] can help to cut easily even for multiple types data of small lot of each.

Eye-catching seal Product sticker Label
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